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ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND EVALUATION 
Please respond to the following as appropriate: 
- Describe what was achieved during the time period of the grant.
- What aspects were completed as proposed?  If your study could not be completed as 
proposed, explain how your plans were altered.
- Did the project accomplish what it intended?  Did it make a difference?
- Include any relevant quantitative data, if applicable (e.g. How many individuals have 
benefited from this project and in what way?  You may include various output measures such 
as circulation/reference transactions, program attendance, survey responses, etc.).
- Include any anecdotes, if applicable.
- What would you do differently next time, if anything?

Is your project completed?

Yes
No

If No, what is needed to complete the project?  More time, funds?



FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Please explain how the funds received were spent.  Attach your original budget and indicate 
how well your estimates matched with actual expenditures.  Receipts are not necessary.

SHARING YOUR PRODUCT/RESULTS 
What are your plans for disseminating the results of your work?  If it will be a webpage or product, 
or published article or book, when will it be available to the public?  Include citations/URLs if known.  
Remember that all final products must acknowledge receipt of funds from LAUC.


	fc-int01-generateAppearances: 
	SHARING_YOUR_PR_Z4kjRgLh*Gs8IW2y7bIujQ: This was a conference presentation that wasn't recorded. There are no plans to disseminate this presentation.
	FINANCIAL_STATE_ppcimfebAmdoAxnAQ3hu1g: Funds were spent on travel costs such as flight, hotel, food.
	If_No__what_is__-guqrfFP1GCuNA3wDbdPcg: 
	Is_your_project_ci5HVIH0gJlt0rJ*fDODlw: Yes
	ACCOMPLISHMENTS_ZzSqOjbs2xKbInoO75jyeQ: Presentation was successfully given at the annual Music Library Association conference in Norfolk, VA in February 2020.
	Original_Abstra_M0VjXAr83Ym4*JYKw0HZZQ: Whether due to budget or physical (or most likely both) restraints, no single library can acquire or locally hold all books, scores, recordings, and other assorted items that might help our music researchers and practitioners in their work. The service of interlibrary loan (ILL) has existed for many years to help with this problem, but what do libraries do when materials aren’t available through ILL? For starters, they can proactively work together to ensure that materials are actually purchased and loanable to others. This session will begin with a short online poll of the attendees to determine who participates in consortial collection development, who allows lending of expensive monographic sets and series, and who consciously focuses on enriching our preserved musical heritage through concentrating on collecting local music. Amy Edmonds will then share the results of a survey focused on the current subscriptions and lending policies of (generally expensive) monographic sets and series. This is a necessary project as there are most likely many states that don’t have even a single copy of some of these items and must attempt to rely on borrowing them through ILL. Ruthann McTyre will then briefly present information on the Ivy Plus Libraries consortial collecting of scores by contemporary composers and their efforts to diversify their collecting. Finally, Scott Stone will briefly present his Recent Music Performance Database (RMPDB) project which helps to shine a light on music being programmed in contemporary music festivals and concert series. This information is then used to identify local composers who might not have international or national recognition and are therefore generally not collected by many libraries, but are locally important and merit potential inclusion in a geographically relevant music library’s collection. 
	TITLE_OF_PROJEC_9eHeKPp1LvHlLXaVNIZBKA: Resrouce Sharing and Collection Development: Group Approaches to Collection Development
	E_Mail_and_Tele_CZ-V5FRtHrP-lG3Df2gUBA: stonesm@uci.edu
	Campus_of_Prima_q47edGWel*AJ-yOq1n7wGg: Irvine
	Primary_Applica_7C3MWMqP4CHPuND-YpvyTw: Scott Stone
	Award_Amount_-uymmrv7liVPOPBezozSHg: $600
	Award_Year_-uymmrv7liVPOPBezozSHg: 2019-2020
	Co_Applicant_s__8MeLF7Q*EHBY1PeOD1Agfw: 
	Annual or End_8MeLF7Q*EHBY1PeOD1Agfw: End of Funding
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